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Abstract

Title: Liminal Sites: Materialising An Everyday
This visual art research practice examined the daily actions undertaken in a personal domestic everyday with a view to understanding its cultural
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INTRODUCTION
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Critiques of Everyday Life

12

everyday is not entirely contained in this location; I have dependences
3

2

We all must have an

everyday in our existence and in this society it is considered most common

New Formations - Cool Moves
Conserveries mémorielles. Revue transdisciplinaire de jeunes chercheurs [En ligne]

13

the mundane interchangeably throughout the exegesis with no evaluative

At appropriate places throughout this document I have run a parallel

CHAPTER 1. A CRITICAL UNDERSTANDING OF A DOMESTIC EVERYDAY

1

2

3

and praxis made visible what would otherwise pass unobserved in the

International Political Sociology

Feminist Interpretations of Martin Heidegger

16

task

This section begins by contesting the philosophical political

6

Figure 1. Mierle Laderman Ukeles,
“Washing, Tracks Maintenance: Outside
(detail),” 1973.
From a performance at the Wadsworth Anthenium,
Hartford, Connecticut. Source: “AMT Visiting Artists
Lecture Series,” Art Haps, accessed May 4, 2014,
http://tinyurl.com/qg4lzgs

with her Manifesto for Maintenance Art 1969 and her
body of Maintenance Art works. She advocated that
maintaining the species was as essential as maintaining
anything else. Ukeles illustrated through her practice
that the “new” and precious was only kept viable by
maintenance actions, thereby elevating the importance
of those actions. She stated in her “Manifesto”:
“Maintenance: keep the dust off the pure
individual creation; preserve the new; sustain the
change; protect progress; defend and prolong the
advance; renew the excitement; repeat the flight.” 1
1. Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “Manifesto for Maintenance
accessed
January 14, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/nu4yfuq
7

New Literary History

Key Concepts

Hannah Arendt:

as well

The

The Daily Log

Table 1. An Informal Conceptual Structure For Analysing The Tasks Of A Domestic Everyday

12

11

She believed it was through

Issues in Cultural and Media Studies,

are supportive engagements on intellectual

13

16

Critiques of Everyday Life
The Philosophy of Value
Ethics. An international journal of social, political and legal philosophy

Mikhail

Figure 2. May, Victoria. “Perfect
Daughter,” 2001.
Organza, human teeth, canvas headblock, steel
stand. Source: “Fiberscene,” Artists: Victoria May,
accessed June 8, 2015,

maintained

that we can only achieve this through the
May deals with social shaping of values of the
individual in their search for acceptance. She
states:
“An individual may develop a strong set
of convictions, fundamentally altering the way
he or she functions in the world. Though such
constructs initially exist in a purely mental realm,
because of the energy invested in maintaining the
beliefs, to the individual they become concrete.

making and value attribution in its surrounding social

My interest was in translating such ultimately
insubstantial beliefs into actual artifacts.”2.
2. “Artists: Victoria May,” Fiberscene, accessed
June 8, 2015,

Hypatia

Feminist Interpretations of Martin Heidegger

21

21

22
23

26

Yale French Studies,

,

22

Figure 3. Andrea Zittel, “A Homestead Unit with Raugh Furniture,” 2001.
attached to them beyond the practicalities

Installation Piece. Source: “Homestead Unit With Raugh Furniture,” A Z, accessed November 12, 2014,
http://www.zittel.org/works

means that it can be changed by shifting any of the components of the act. Small changes can create
big changes.” In this work
purposes, aesthetic but functional, an example of the concept of the home as a space. The use of this
installation piece responds to the explicit actions it is housing at the time

The Practice of Everyday Life

Journal of Housing and the Built Environment

Journal of Consumer Research

23

between the public sphere and the domestic sphere

acknowledges its porosity and its actively maintained

It is through

31

Every person

Figure 4. Do-Ho Suh, “Home within Home,” 2013.
Juxtapose: Art & Culture Magazine,

where resident individuals have reached some level

of global identity, space, nomadism, memory, and displacement. Transparency, or the oscillation between opacity and
home: what it means, how it feels to have a home or be without, and the way in which we carry our past, present, and
future dwellings around with us for the entirety of our lives.”4
I consider this work is a liminal materialisation of the home as a space.

2015, http://tinyurl.com/oxr8evp

Figure 5. Doris Salcedo, “Untitled,”
1998.

accessed July 4, 2015,
http://www.artvehicle.com/events/82

political statements.

32

“Doris Salcedo makes sculptures and
installations that function as political and mental
archaeology, using domestic materials charged
accumulated over years of use in everyday life.” 5
5. “Doris Salcedo,” White Cube, accessed July 4,
2015,
/

33

Material Cultures. Why Some Things Matter
Toward a Philosophy of the Act,

CHAPTER 2. CRITICAL CONTEXTS AND THEORIES INFORMING THE PRACTICE METHODS

1

Yale French Studies

26

2

The Daily Log.

3

Everyday Life in the Modern World
The Invention of Everyday Life,

In

discussed in this chapter beginning with the primary consideration; the
6

Transactional Perspectives on Occupation
Out of Now. The Life Works of Tehching Hsieh

Time is considered to be the

and seasonal cycles;
Figure 6. Tehching Hsieh, “One Year Performance” 1980–1981 (Time Clock
Piece) (detail), 1980–81.

http://tinyurl.com/nwoznw9

correspondence with the socially and culturally accepted measures of a life. In this context the
durational measure carries a symbolic weight, which ties into ritualistic nomination and common
human accounting. Hsieh often mentions that this choice of a year was one that attuned the work to
6

Out of Now. The Life Works of Tehching Hsieh (Cambridge.
Massachusetts: Live Art Development Agency and the MIT Press, 2009), 19.

Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object

Time
The Life Work of Tehching Hsieh, 13

was designed and undertaken as an in situ

Figure 7. Janice Lawry, “Diary,” July 5, 2003.

In an interview conducted with Lowry she describes her extended diaristic practice as
“reportage” and then went on to say:

“Originally, I saw them as books for my sons, so they could see my progress

, November 2009.

Forum Qualitativ Sozialforschung / Forum: Qualitative Social Research[Online]

The decisions by the individuals in the domestic sphere to

Figure 8. Germaine Koh, “Knitwork: ongoing since 1992,” 1998.
Unravelled used garments, with text and photographic documentation, approx. 2 m x increasing length.
http://tinyurl.com/qyza424

domestic timescape demonstrated desire to accommodate

time and effort, the work becomes a monument to the artifacts that comprise it, to mundane activity,
and to everyday labour. As a visual record of the passage of time, the details of the piece incidentally
register variations in my process, and through these one can retrace a history of decisions.”8 This work
has created a timescape such as I am referring to with my own diaristic practices.

31

11

take place without our conscious awareness or assent

My

research

needed

to

actively

and

12

Figure 9. Susan Collis, “The oyster’s our world,”
2004.
Wooden stepladder, mother of pearl, shell, coral, freshwater pearl,

it was studying; there was an imperative to

“Susan Collis,” Seventeen, accessed June 11, 2014, http://tinyurl.

Collis uses subtle defamiliarisation as a device for challenging
“seeing” as it is normally undertaken. She replaces apparent
flaws and marks of time with precious materials in a way that is
imperceptible without intense observation.

created by the recording in The Daily Log.

the shift of perception that takes place upon discovery that they
are, in fact, careful, intentional acts, and that the materials used
A tired stepladder covered with paint drips from years of use has
been simulated by the meticulous inlaying of diamonds, pearls,

The Codex Series and Her Room.

opals and other prized materials.”9
9. ”Susan Collis,” Seventeen, accessed June 11, 2014,

New Literary History

32

13

Observing is a form of intervention . . . . Looking is a way of touching. If the
14

Figure 10. Gabriela Gusmão, “Solid Residual Furniture: Seats, Compressed
Wood and Cardboard on the Sand, Rio,” 2002.

unique, and surprising.”10
matter that deconstructed her existing ideas and enabled her to gain new insights.
10.

Critique of Everyday Life
The Journal of Modern Craft,

33

The Codex Series and Her Room

The
Codex Series and Her Room

make visible the normally imperceptible actualities revealed by

16

Figure 11. Steven McPherson, “Diaries.”

26, 2014,

/

The description of the selective creation process McPherson uses in his diaries references the creation of
stasis, memory maintenance, and the authorial selection process inherent in diaristic practice.
“For over 15 years Steven McPherson has made and used books in his art works. His diaries,

11

www.stevenmcpherson.co.uk.

Theory, Culture and Society

,”

Figure 12. Dieter Roth, “Diaries,” 1967.

Telegraph, August 6, 2012, accessed July 28, 2014,
http://tinyurl.com/nkd4pft
Dieter Roth had one of the most complex extensive diaristic practices publicly recorded,
grounded in the belief that the ephemera of the everyday were art and as such were worthy of
recording and monumentalising. He used the diaries as sites of stasis.

exhibit how, unbeknownst to many, the two were inextricably linked.
reflections poems, creative ponderings and work plans. They communicate perfectly the
12

Culture24, accessed July 28, 2014,

.

Annual Review of Sociology

The Codex Series
Materials contaminated with private meanings and memories

Figure 13. Karen Nielsen-Fried, “Place of Mind Series - Remainder
of Days,”
Assorted Collage materials,
accessed July 12, 2015,

to lead to a consideration of the profound experience of beauty and mystery in the
context of impermanence and the passage of time.”

36

Her Room,

21

that

accommodated the written trace in a continuous pathway both across

Figure 14. Ann Hamilton, “bounden,” 1997.
Materials: Hand stitched organza, wood embroidery frames, chairs, wall tearing water. Source:
“bounden,” Anne Hamilton Studio, accessed June 2, 2015,

Hamilton uses “time as process and material” and in the way she places her language by her
hand it forms the

cultural conditioning and personal memory experiences; to bring them

“tactile and metaphorical centre of her installation. To enter their liminality is to be
drawn equally into the sensory and linguistic capacities of comprehension that construct our
faculties of memory, reason and imagination.”14
Her Room
.
14. “bounden”, Ann Hamilton Studio, accessed June 2, 2015,

“seeing” was transcribed from

22

23

The diary

the need to develop a metaphorical expression that materialised these

The Codex Series and Her Room

The choice to use a handwoven expression was made as this uses a

much porosity was operating with the public sphere primarily through

Biography

that generates
26

woven
create Days

as the active agent

Figure 15. Tatiana Blass, “Penelope,” 2011.

July 18, 2014,
http://www.tatianablass.com.br/obras/66

cultural statement about the place of the church in the structure of the society.

entrance to the main altar, where its end is attached to a hand loom equipped with foot pedal,
thus giving the impression that the carpet weaving is under way. On the other side of the
reach the outside area. The red yarn takes over the greenery of the museum garden, covering
the lawn and climbing shrubs and trees. In this process, it creates an ambiguous movement
15

2014,
http://www.tatianablass.com.br/obras/66

CHAPTER 3. MATERIALISING THE LIMINAL EVERYDAY

1

17.

The Daily Log

As I began this research I had assumptions about what occupied

Figure 16. The Daily Log.

captured
the
actions
and
engagements in my domestic
everyday that informed the rest of
the research practice.
This was a quick record to ensure
that time was not absorbed in
generating it in order to reduce its
impact on the timescape. It needed
use was necessarily habituated to

A

memoire but it also evidenced the
outcome of my “seeing” practice
becoming increasingly habituated,
2

Through this base recording I was made aware
Sherman “regards habituation as
the development of ‘increasingly

Initially I was not even remembering how my time passed and

our

‘perceptual,

affective

and

16

Quoted in Diana Hsieh, “The Habits
of Aristotle” (2002) 6, accessed
May 04. 2015 from:
www.philosophyinaction.com/
docs/thoa.pdf

B

The Codex Series
3

The Daily Log
handmade books in

literally the collé

The Daily Log I developed the material coding
6

Series

Biography
Minnesota Review

The Codex

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 17. The Codex Series. Developing the Base Media of the Daily Pages for the Collage Process.
These diaries were designed as symbolic records of a domestic everyday. The processes used for this materialisation were selected because of their symbolic evoking of attributes of the domestic
everyday. These informing resonances are explained through the sequential image series of the making. The processes used are all accretional, slow, imbedded in the passage of “natural” time

A. The Daily Log
,
anchor the year long record in a culturally understandable format.

is continuously occurring in the domestic everyday actions of value.

the paper into a more brittle and rigid media. Whatever is transfered into the domestic realm by liminal process is always changed in the tansfer.

Figure 18. The Codex Series. Tools and Coding.

several working sheets of code instructions developed to translate the
daily Log into the daily pages of The Codex Series.

materials to the base page creating the collage record. This bond is a
fusion but even so it remains brittle and resonates with the fragility of
the domestic which needs care and attention to endure.

A
Figure 19. The Codex Series. A Day’s Page.

B

A

B

D

C

Figure 20. The Codex Series. Explanation of The Coding on Two Daily Pages.
This particular day is a Sunday and there is no newspaper delivered on Sundays.
I used papers that had a seasonal resonance to create the base for the collage.

The following is a day the newspaper is delivered.
C. Folio Rectum. The morning.

A. Folio Rectum. The morning.

D. Folio Versum . The afternoon and evening
B. Folio Versum . The afternoon and evening

A

B

C

D

Figure 21. The Codex Series. Eco-dying The Fabrics to be used for The Covers and Spines. I

holding transformed memory of the elements that produced them. This process was used because of this symbolic resonance.

bonding element in the dying process.

collected on a dog walk, as was the giant kelp. This imbedded my immediate physical landscape into the fabric.

D. A wet dyed bundle removed from the dye bath. Through The Codex Series
as part of the total materialisation process. The distillation of the dye from the plant matter required a cooking process using several days heating and cooling. The dying of
The Codex Series
collaged pages.

A

B

Figure 22. The Codex Series. Eco-dying The Fabrics to be used for The Covers and Spines. II

This fabric is now elevated from mere calico to something aesthetically beautiful, precious, it is “contaminated” with the evidence of the making choices.
It is a product, also, of the passage of time, evidence of a site of value. This fabric is further processed by steaming to permanently embed the traces
into the fabric structure.This fabric is changed in its nature by the liminal processes it has been through, it has a new identity.

A

B

C

Figure 23. The Codex Series. Housing the Daily Pages, Preparations.
A. Final steamed fabric for covers. The pages needed protection, as they were brittle to pressure and easily damaged. The cover itself can do this damage, but anything less
rigid did not provide stability through the form, which was important. I found that double layered recycled corrugated cardboard provided pressure protection. This was then
dressed in the “contaminated” fabrics already described. The exact construct of the covers changed as the series evolved and I engaged with the already completed diaries.
These covers are the “place” for the daily pages, providing the stability, security and identity maintenance as the “place” of home does for its dwellers.

the pages. This was a delicate process, as the base waxed page could not be bent. Fine silk sewing threads were used. Fabric spines enabled the creation of the book form,
stabilising the wax pages. Without these the books could not be read, the pages would tear around the stitching if turned. The stitching was performed naturally without
to engage with; they were created to be emotive vessels for people to experience “contagion” from.

the whole width before the next page was added to the stack. An extra knot stitch between the pages allowed for the sculptural volume of the collaged pages. This produced
individual needs, intuitively and empathetically responsive.

A

B

Figure 24. The Codex Series. Housing the Daily Pages, Bound In Book Form.

expenditure of a unique individual life energy.

C

Her Room

Biography

A

B

C

D

Figure 25. Her Room. Substrate and Media Trials.
An extensive trialing process was undertaken of differing writing media and fabric substrates to establish the combination, which evoked an affective resonance with the inner experiences.
A. Trialling a range of media on calico included different pencils, pens and ink, and markers of differing nib design.

the calico not being readable on the folio versum.

also allowed liminal transfer. Writing is continuous across the width of the fabric for a “rule” based depth per day; time used was variable depending on the day. This media enabled a liminal
expression.

A

B

Figure 26. Her Room. Trial Installation.

shape, complete with doorway. The “reader” of the diary can walk completely around both faces but to actually “read” the traces requires intense focus. This resonated with

A. A trial installation of parts of this work was undertaken. A close up of two panels hanging.
Her Room is not square
but rectangular with one face longer than the other three. There is a doorway, created by a partial drop, seen on the LH side. This is to enable viewers to enter the room. The

Days

11

the liminality between the public sphere and the domestic

12

The continuously operating

Examples such as the need to maintain current computer virus

Figure 27. Days.
Materialisation Trials.
A series of stitched experiments were
undertaken exploring the use of the
picket fence as a symbolic vehicle for
the expression of the durational nature
of the everyday with its transferrals
between spheres of influence. These
of the “seeing”. However the picket
fence symbolism was evaluated as
distracting from what was becoming
the main focus as the practice
proceeded. It was another line of
enquiry altogether and one certainly
worth pursuing in the future.

A

handweaving is nuanced and dependent on imbedded skills

B
Augmentation and Advocacy

Figure 28. Days. Materialisation
Trials of Woven Formats.
A. Tapestry woven “pickets” with a surface
indicative of mosses and lichens. Initial idea
was a series of these that could show the
progression of weathering of the “pickets”
through the duration of the research study
and these units would be assembled to make
the symbolic fence. As already discussed this
symbolism was set aside.

A

B

woven on floor loom using inset techniques.
C. Using a multisided frame loom, trials of
day weavings were undertaken. These used
a range of materials. In this case the warps
unwoven threads from the cover fabrics used
for The Codex Series. The days intersected
and meshed with each other through weaving
and knotting techniques. They were made
and framed in weekly units.

with shadowing were undertaken. As well as
this, different weights of yarns were trialled as
well as longer sequencing within each frame.

C

D

A

B

Figure 29. Days. Trialling the Durational Woven Format. I
Images of the planning and its meanings within the design of the weaving. The foundational sequencing for the loom threading
and details of the design of the warp are set out here. My thinking about how the various aspects of the process related to the
them as layers of meanings to be carried into the structure of the made outcome.
These working notes supplement the ideas explored in both The Codex Series and Her Room, and the attributes of the
domestic everyday that are in Appendix II

A

B

C

D

Figure 30. Days. Trialling the Durational Woven Format. II
A. Warp winding trial of colour shifts for warp design. This was designed to
create a shift across the surface of the cloth from dark to lighter. Seven colours
used in the shift to represent days of the week. The warp threads that have
been selected are all high grade knitting yarns, normally used in my practice
for weaving fabrics. The threads need to be handled with attention to avoid
breakage when wefts are not on shuttles, evoking the fragility of identity that is
maintained in the domestic.

C. Dressing the loom with a warp. This is a one by one process, in a very ritualised sequence, ensuring

the foundational order is laid down and the fundamental nature of the fabric
determined. Subtle detail is built into the fabric at this point in the order of the
different yarns.

until the front apron sits evenly tensioned.

The exact rhythmical process of warp winding must be precisely performed,
consistent pathways used and continuous even tensions applied or the warp
becomes uneven and the tension for weaving is hard to have correct further
down the sequence of processes. The performance of this operation is a site
of entrenched tacit knowledge, somatic awareness and haptic sensitivity.
Numerical patterns and accuracy are integral at this stage, carrying through the

attention accumulates to make a viable whole, but any inattention makes a
weakness or flaw.

is created through the threading order. The sequence through the eight harness frames determines
create flaws in the fabric. Due to the particular loom being used in this practice, this stage requires
sitting inside the loom, a site of concentrated physical investment as well as attentive focus.

twill. Once the pedals are all connected to the lamms the warp is opened and wooden packers are
placed alternately across the weft on tabby shots. This shows up any issues with tension irregularities

everything is without error, the main headings are woven and the body of the fabric created.
The resonance with the mundane in this process is apparent in all the attention to detail through
made throughout the process, the nuances of each element contributing to the whole. The ripple effect
is very operative here.

A

B

C

Figure 31. Days. Trialling the Durational Woven Format. III
A. Taranaki Daily News in the hand guillotine, being cut into strips for the weft. Apart from the front section used for The Codex Series the entire daily paper was woven in this
trial. The cutting was done in a loose manner resulting in variable widths and lengths. This was in alignment with the constantly changing nature of the mundane.

A

B

C

Figure 32. Days. Trialling the Durational Woven Format. IV

tabby weave, then 8 harness straight draw twill, then 8 harness pointed twill. This was hung at the gallery as a trial.
A. 8 Harness straight draw twill.

but the actual fabrication format needed more experimentation to produce Days
resonant and were not included in ongoing trials.

piece. Approximate size 2 metres x 12 cm.

D

CHAPTER 4. THESIS EXHIBITION

Thesis Exhibition

A

B

Figure 33. Installation at Percy Thomson Gallery.
A. Panoramic view of gallery space with Liminal Sites

Days

The Codex Series

Her Room.

Her Room

A

C
Figure 34. Her Room.
A. Her Room from the front door entrance to
gallery.
Her Room.

B

C. Her Room showing the doorway.

61

B

Figure 35. Details of Her Room.
Her Room.

A

Her Room.

62

The Codex Series

A

B

Figure 36. The Codex Series.
A. Overview of The Codex Series with the Code ribbon.

63

Days

B

A

Figure 37. Days. I
A. Overview of Days.
Days.

A

B

Figure 38. Days. II
A. Detail of lower horizontal element of Days.
Days.

Figure 39. Details of Days.
A. Detail showing the woven barley straw.

on the far right.

A

B

66

CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

1

Becoming Minimalist

came to understand this is the reason why we live our everyday without

the habituated research practices into this responsive timescape distorted

The contradictions inherent in this endeavor: to engage in such a close

realm meant that the entire practice operated in a liminal space: that
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APPENDICES

Table 3: Selected Attributes of the Domestic Everyday

Affective sphere
Anchored in time and place
Attributes of the domestic everyday
Care of detail
Circadian time

Fragility, vulnerability

Cyclical patterns

Privacy
Regimented/ free
Routine
Safety

Familiarity

Memory vessels
Peace/conflict

Site of agency
Site of empowerment
Site of enduring meaning
Site of intuitive interaction
Somatic
Spiritual domain
Stasis
Struggle/Support
Tacit knowledge, skill
Tensions/relaxation

The Codex Series

fluffy wool sliver
fabric
satin
linen fabric
handmade bark paper
binding

black bouclé ribbon
crotchet

bag contents
stained sliver
towel

rust leather strip
muslin
watercolour paper
white tissue paper
scrap

ribbon
coloured ribbon
manure paper

handmade pink fleck paper
reclaimed candlewick
paper

threads
fabric
soaked, boiled calico

ribbon

crinkle cloth
ribbon
fabric

keep it

2. Evening Dishes - White Broderie Anglaise Lace Trim Unbound.

between the material selected and the activity undertaken except at a tacit

1. Making my bed - natural calico.

calico and I learned to sew these sheets on her machine hemming them

3. Night Tidy - Interleaved Cream Paper Towel.

other person gets up when it boils and brings the mugs into the bedroom

5. My Husband - Blood-Stained Tissue Paper.

consistently spread on the paper and this turning deep brown on being

4. Morning Coffee - Binding.

